Would you rather have to catch a live turkey using only your hands or empty the insides of a 50 lb pumpkin?

Would you rather eat an entire pumpkin pie or a gallon of cranberry sauce?

Would you rather swim in a pool of cranberry juice or a pool of milk?

Would you rather go to school dressed as a turkey or dressed as mashed potatoes?

Would you rather go for a week with only gobbling like a turkey or only talking with your mouth full?

Would you rather have hair that gets into your mouth every time you eat or be totally bald?

Would you rather eat a pound of raw cranberries or a pound of raw pumpkin?

Would you rather going to school wearing a pumpkin stem on your head or turkey feathers on your butt?

Would you rather spend Thanksgiving weekend without football or without shopping?

Would you rather eat only turkey or only mashed potatoes and gravy for an entire month?

Would you rather be covered in mashed potatoes or in gravy?

Would you rather eat a raw onion or a clove of garlic?

Would you rather have been a Native American or a Pilgrim on the first Thanksgiving?

Would you rather be Charlie Brown or Snoopy?

Would you rather be someone who sings on a Macy’s Thanksgiving Day parade float or be someone who helps to hold onto one of the giant character balloons?

Would you rather sing the National Anthem for one of this weekend’s football games or operate the scoreboard?

Would you rather be able to say “Happy Thanksgiving” in every language in the world or know the answer to 500 Trivial Pursuit questions?
Would you rather have to wear your most dressed-up (holiday) clothes every day for a month or a suit of turkey feathers for one day?

Would you rather have to peel 100 potatoes or bake 100 pumpkin pies?

Would you rather be able to eat as much as you want but not be able to taste your food or only be able to eat a little bit but have it taste perfectly yummy?

Would you rather eat cold turkey or a hot ice cream?

Would you rather eat your whole dinner with no utensils or have to eat dinner served inside a carved-out pumpkin?

Would you rather not be allowed to speak on Thanksgiving or not be allowed to have dessert?

Would you rather have to wait 30 minutes after everyone else has eaten to enjoy your own Thanksgiving dinner or help clean up for 30 minutes after dinner?

Would you rather be stuck in a home that has no power on Thanksgiving or in a house that has no turkey on Thanksgiving?

Would you rather go forward in time and enjoy a Thanksgiving dinner with your family 50 years in the future or back in time and enjoy a Thanksgiving with family from 50 years ago?

Would you rather be able to control the remote or the menu?

Would you rather live in the woods in an Iroquois longhouse for a year or at the International Space Station for a year?

Would you rather have to invite your teacher or co-worker to Thanksgiving dinner here and would you rather have to spend Thanksgiving at a classmate’s (or co-worker’s) house that you don’t know very well?

Would you rather have bright orange hair or bright brown teeth?

Would you rather have the Charlie Brown theme song always stuck in your head or dream the very same dream about the Thanksgiving parade every night?

Would you rather be invited to the White House for Thanksgiving dinner or have a celebrity chef come to your house to make your Thanksgiving dinner?

Would you rather have to wear a shirt tomorrow that lists everything you are grateful for or lists everything you ate today?

Would you rather go swimming in a cranberry bog or go hang-gliding over a turkey farm?
Would you rather spend Thanksgiving in a home without electricity or in a home without running water?

Would you rather get the largest piece of the wishbone or the largest piece of pie?

Would you rather have George Washington join you for Thanksgiving dinner or little Prince George?

Would you rather have a constant itch or have constant hiccups during Thanksgiving dinner?

Would you rather only be able to whisper or only be able to shout everything you say during Thanksgiving dinner?

Would you rather have had to go to school/work this morning or have to do all of the dishes after dinner?

Would you rather have to teach a turkey to race around a high school track or you roll a 25 lb pumpkin around a high school track?

Would you rather have to say everything you are thinking or never be able to speak at all during Thanksgiving dinner?

Would you rather have to wear ear plugs or wear nose plugs during Thanksgiving dinner?

Would you rather go without television for the rest of the weekend or leftovers (including dessert leftovers!)?

Would you rather have to read your diary at the Thanksgiving table or make a movie of your most embarrassing moment and show it to all of us after dinner?

Would you rather count how many spoonfuls of food are left on the table or count how many grains of salt there are left in the salt shaker?

Would you rather have to call your teacher or boss after dinner to say “Happy Thanksgiving” or trip and fall in front of the whole family on your way to the couch?

Would you rather have to run the Turkey Trot an hour after Thanksgiving dinner or clean up the whole kitchen?

Would you rather be gossiped about by your family after you leave the room on Thanksgiving or never talked about at all?

Would you rather have to eat turkey for breakfast, lunch, and dinner for a week after Thanksgiving or go to school or work in a turkey costume for a week?
Would You Rather...